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Assessment and Internal Quality Assurance Policy and Procedure 
 
 

 
 
Introduction:  
The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd Assessment policy is in place to ensure that all Learners are able 
to access a consistent approach to assessment processes whilst accessing the professional development 
services of The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd 
 
Assessment Commitment:  
The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd endeavours to ensure that: 
• All assessment processes are carried out consistently in accordance with all of The Real Apprenticeship 
Company Ltd’s internal policies and procedures 
• All assessment processes are carried out consistently in accordance with national legislation and the 
appropriate Awarding Body/ EPAO policies and procedures  
 
Assessment Responsibilities:  
The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd operates a system where by Apprenticeship Coaches, Trainers and 
Internal Quality Advisors are hired on a ‘needs-led’ basis. The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd ensures 
that each role is recruited against the following criteria: 
 

 Have proven relevant, current knowledge and experience to deliver on the identified National 
Occupational Standards / Apprenticeship Standards.  

 
 Completed the LSIS on line safeguarding training programme.  

 
 In acting as an assessor for the company, they must either provide evidence of having completed 

the Assessor Award, or equivalent nationally recognised qualification, or have a documented 
action plan for completing it within a 12 month time frame. 

 
 All field based delivery staff will complete the Assessor Caching Standard within 18 months of 

taking up the post.  
 
 
The role of the Apprenticeship Coach is: 
 
 To judge the produced Learner’s evidence against the National Occupational Standards.  
 Organisation, has been demonstrated within the evidence provided.  
 Ensure that all the assessment processes are in line with all the relevant policies and procedures, 

both within The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd, the identified Awarding Organisation/ EPAO 
Organisations and any national legislation.  
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The role of the Internal Quality Advisor is:  
 
• To oversee the complete assessment process for their designated Occupational Area and to liaise with 
the Lead Internal Quality Advisor to ensure that the appropriate administration is completed 
appropriately and promptly 
• To monitor, review and evaluate the conduct of the assessment procedures in line with The Real 
Apprenticeship Company Ltd and the identified Awarding Organisation policies and procedures ensuring 
accurate and consent assessment conduct  
 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation:  
The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd firmly believes that rigorous monitoring and evaluation, at regular 
stages, is paramount in ensuring effective practice in order to maximise outcomes and impact by all 
involved.  This will be achieved by ensuring that: 
 
 Each Learner will attend an induction session to outline the exact nature of the intended training 

solution, including delivery schedule, support and assessment requirements. Each will receive a 
comprehensive learner pack  

 
  The Internal Quality Advisor/ Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer will be identified prior to the 

beginning of the training solution and be provided with all of the appropriate resources / 
documentation prior to the beginning of the training solution. 

 
 Each role of The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd will attend an induction Session to outline their 

roles and responsibilities within The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd before commencement of 
employment 

 
 Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer will provide support in completing any required Assessment Plans / 

Achievement Records etc. This will be an integral part of any training workshop where appropriate. 
 
  Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer will ensure that all the relevant documentation provided by the 

identified Awarding Body is completed in a consistent manner  
 
 Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer will assess in accordance with the relevant Awarding Organisation 

criteria. 
 
 Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer will monitor that the types and methods of assessment that are 

used are fit for purpose. 
 
  Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer keeps all training / assessment records in order and available for 

scrutiny at any time. 
 
 The Internal Quality Advisor will oversee the assessment procedures regularly and assess a 

designated sample of assessed evidence from each training solution. 
 
 The Internal Quality Advisor / Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer will liaise closely with the Chief 

Executive to ensure that all monitoring and evaluating systems are current and in line with any 
Awarding Organisation / EPAO Organisation and legislation changes. 

 
 The Occupational Internal Quality Advisor will liaise with the External Quality Advisor from the 

identified Awarding Body or EPAO to ensure that all assessment and internal verification and other 
relevant policies and procedures are adhered to. 
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 In line with the QCA Code of Practice, The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd will keep on record, for 
a minimum of three years, all the assessment records of each Learner. 

 
Assessment Documentation:  
 
The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd provides each Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer with the following 
documentation:- 
 
 Time Schedules for the assigned Training Solution and a Learner register - including the Learner’s 

completed application  
 An overall Learner Cohort Progress Record 
 Individual Learner Progress Records  
 A complete set of blank evidence recording pro-formas 
 A complete copy of the relevant National Occupational Standards and any Awarding Body/EPAO 

Assessment guidelines /documentation 
 A copy of all The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd Policies and Procedures 
 Any other relevant assessment documentation.  
 
 
Internal verification Documentation: 
 
The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd provides each Internal Quality Advisor with the following 
documentation:- 
   
 Time Schedules for the assigned Training Solution and a Learner register  
 An overall Learner Cohort Progress Record for the assigned Training Solution. 
 Training needs Analysis  
 Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer Performance monitoring  
 Internal Quality Assurance Sampling record  
 Internal Quality Assurance sampling progress record (summative 
 Learner interview record  
 Internal Quality Assurance sampling report  
 Internal verification progress plan  
 Learner Manager action plan  
 Internal Quality Assurance progress plan  
 A complete copy of the relevant National Occupational Standards and any Awarding Organisation 

Assessment guidelines /documentation. 
  A copy of all The Real Apprenticeship Company Ltd Policies and Procedures 
 Any other relevant internal Quality Assurance documentation.  
 
7. Lost Evidence:  
 
In the eventuality of lost evidence the Apprenticeship Coach or Trainer would seek guidance from the 
designated Awarding Organisation and support the client accordingly. However, The Real Apprenticeship 
Company Ltd incorporates good practice organisational skills as an integral part of any of their training 
solutions and would not expect this to happen.  
 
8. Management of EPA  
 
All apprenticeship standards involve an EPA, which determines whether the apprentice has met the 
requirements of the apprenticeship standard. Every apprenticeship standard has an accompanying 
assessment plan which sets out how the end point assessment should be carried out. In order to be 
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eligible for entering the “gateway” the apprentice needs to have met other requirements set out in the 
assessment plan and to have the employer’s permission to proceed.  

EPA is carried out, dependent on the requirements of the apprenticeship standard and the assessment 
plan. This is not a choice, but a predetermined approach for each standard.  Assessment must be 
undertaken by an End Point Assessment Organisation which is independent of the training provider. 

EPA is carried out by a designated End Point Assessor Organisation (EPAO). The Real Apprenticeship 
Company can act as an independent EPAO where it has not been involved in the training of the 
apprentices. This is not incompatible with its also being a training provider for the same apprenticeship 
standard, provided that it does not assess the apprentices it has trained. Independent Endpoint 
Assessment Background.  

Any independent EPAO needs to be registered on the Register of Apprenticeship Assessment 
Organisations (RAAO) for that particular standard. The EPAO to be used is the choice of the employer, 
although in practice the employer may follow The Real Apprenticeship Company’s advice. This does 
mean that The Real Apprenticeship Company has potentially to be prepared to deal with more than 
EPAO for any one cohort of apprentices. It should be noted that some employers may have very specific 
requirements about flexibility of place and timing, as well as about price and quality. Some may wish to 
brief assessors on the organisation and to arrange site visits so that assessors are familiar with the work 
environment and the employer’s ethos.  

The Real Apprenticeship Company is currently responsible for paying the EPA organisation from within 
the fee it receives for delivering the apprenticeship training, the final 20% of which is only recoverable 
on completion. The Institute for Apprenticeships (IfA) will set the maximum training cost which can be 
recovered from the levy and the maximum percentage of the cost which can be spent on EPA.  

The Real Apprenticeship Company will have a contract with the EPAO and the employer setting out the 
terms and conditions of the contract including payment. The Real Apprenticeship Company should also 
satisfy itself of the organisation’s capability and capacity to deliver high quality EPA, looking at the 
organisation’s track record, the number of EPAs it has carried out and the qualifications of the staff who 
carry out the assessments and its policy on conflicts of interest. It would also involve checking that the 
organisation is on the RAAO. The Real Apprenticeship Company would also need to check how the EPAO 
ensures consistency, covering Policy on Quality Assurance of End Point Assessment in Apprenticeship 
Training Learning and Teaching Development Service such issues as moderation, standardisation, as well 
as training and CPD for assessors. The contract would also specify what feedback The Real 
Apprenticeship Company will get from the EPAO, as this is needed to feed back into future 
apprenticeship training. However, we do need to remember that it is the employer’s decision as to 
which EPAO we should employ and all The Real Apprenticeship Company can do is to advise. Where an 
employer wishes to change EPAO we should insist that they consult us and this should be written into 
our contract with the employer.  

 Apprentices may only progress to EPA (referred to as ‘entering the gateway) when they are eligible and 
have passed all previous assessments, as well as with the agreement of their employer. Where 
exceptionally apprentices do not have the required qualifications in Maths and English (GCSE equivalent) 
they need to have remedied this before taking the EPA. The EPAO will check on eligibility to enter the 
gateway.  

9. Approval 

When approving new programmes involving an apprenticeship standard The Real Apprenticeship 
Company must satisfy itself that appropriate arrangements will be in place for the EPA.  
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10. Monitoring 

The Real Apprenticeship Company should take into account the views of employers and apprentices of 
the end point assessment, as well as any feedback from the EPAO. It would also review progression from 
the apprenticeship. Where any action is required to follow up on any issues identified, this should be 
included in the action plan which is part of the review and in this way practice can be enhanced over 
time. This would include a review of how satisfactorily the EPAO had performed.  

 

 
 

 


